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Status. Cling

✤ Continuing to rebase cling on top of llvm13 (20 tests out of 185 fail)
✤ Opened a pull request against ROOT (between 60 and 160 test fail)

The goal is to move the infrastructure to llvm13 and start reusing the 
deliverables from the project which are available in clangInterpreter.
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Status. Clang-Repl

✤ Making progress on error recovery verification
✤ Implemented a special recovery mode and ran various clang test cases in 

recovery mode where we include and undo the test.
✤ More than 200 tests just work and we are investigating around 10 failures

The goal is to provide a more stable error recovery approach than the 
currently available on in cling
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Status. InterOp

✤ The conclusion from the discussion with the D use-case is that we should 
provide a lookup-based interfaces and iteration-based ones (Breadth-first)

✤ Currently working on simplifying the meta_getattro function
✤ Investigating how to use llvmlite to generate LLVM IR in Numba which 

calls into cppyy 
The goal is to rework the python-to-C++ automatic binding generator cppyy 
to use LLVM interfaces which can help improving speed and accuracy
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Status. Clad

✤ Added support for differentiating constructors
✤ Still working on kernel differentiation
✤ Worked on demonstrating floating point error estimation using AD and 

Clad
✤ Improved the documentation of Clad
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CaaS Open Projects

✤ Patches against clang.git
✤ Implement FileManager uncaching
✤ Adapt the user of invalidateCache to its new signature
✤ Mark the file entry invalid, until reread
✤ Propagate cache flags from LookupFile() to FileManager::getFile()
✤ Pass the OpenFile flag also to DirectoryLookup
✤ Do not load the source file just to get an irrelevant SourceLoc (ROOT-7111)
✤ Allow interfaces to operate on in-memory buffers with no source location info [Pratyush Das]

✤ Open projects are tracked in our open projects page.
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https://github.com/vgvassilev/clang/compare/release_90...cling-patches
https://github.com/vgvassilev/clang/commit/185e2ed9796245de496c646387c07745e9f587a7
https://github.com/vgvassilev/clang/commit/758e42e823bf921ab94aa9b845e2cc12750606c5
https://github.com/vgvassilev/clang/commit/6006318a56ff49868cb78bd2dc660a9c304d81dd
https://github.com/vgvassilev/clang/commit/118639851aef0c1f9271a6ee88a90ebff9fa57ab
https://github.com/vgvassilev/clang/commit/9ed0f24c62c7a34272f2bd14d592dbb6652ac910
https://github.com/vgvassilev/clang/commit/1b29c04cf5651f3b89bef3027fea4fe74c36a7a8
https://github.com/vgvassilev/clang/commit/f50d35f6fa8063da5bbff85e2bad09bd34aca2e7
https://compiler-research.org/open_projects


Next Meetings

✤ Monthly Meeting — 5th May, 1700 CET/0800 PDT

If you want to share your knowledge/experience with interactive C++ we can 
include presentations at an upcoming next meeting
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Thank you!


